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12 We study dynamic liquid bridge formation, which is relevant for wet granular flows involving highly viscous liquids and
13 short collisions. Specifically, the drainage process of liquid adhering to two identical, non-porous wet particles with dif-
14 ference initial film heights is simulated using Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS). We extract the position of the inter-
15 face, and define the liquid bridge and its volume by detecting a characteristic neck position. This allows us building a
16 dynamic model for predicting bridge volume, and the liquid remaining on the particle surface. Our model is based on
17 two dimensionless mobility parameters, as well as a dimensionless time scale to describe the filling process. In the pres-
18 ent work model parameters were calibrated with DNS data. We find that the proposed model structure is sufficient to
19 collapse all our simulation data, indicating that our model is general enough to describe liquid bridge formation
20 between equally sized particles. VC 2016 American Institute of Chemical Engineers AIChE J, 00: 000–000, 2016
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26 Introduction
27 Flow of highly saturated wet granular matter is encountered
28 in a wide range of engineering applications, particularly in the
29 energy sector, or the pharmaceutics and food industry.1 Due to
30 viscous effects, evaporation or condensation, capillary forces
31 and inhomogeneous liquid distribution in wet granular flows,
32 the liquid transport is difficult to describe and complex flow
33 behaviour is generally observed.2 Specifically, liquid bridges
34 between particles may lead to particle agglomeration3 which
35 is either wanted (in the case of wet granulation), or unwanted
36 (e.g., in wet fluidized beds used for coking). Clearly, a better
37 understanding of the formation of liquid bridges will aid in
38 controlling these processes. Previous studies on liquid bridges
39 between particles mainly focused on static bridges,4 bridge
40 deformation during stretching and rupture,2,5–7 or the energy
41 dissipated on rupture,2,8,9 however, few theoretical and experi-
42 mental studies provided a detailed understanding of the initial
43 bridge formation process, and the accompanying liquid trans-
44 fer rate from the particle surface into the bridge. Experimental
45 results, and the resulting empirical models, have been sum-
46 marized by Herminghaus10, mainly focusing on the effect of
47 roughness, as well as evaporation and re-condensation.
48 Unfortunately, these models cannot be applied to engineering
49 problems, since they (1) focus on the long-term behaviour of
50the bridge and (2) do not provide a closure for the model
51parameters.
52Studies of liquid bridges between two identical particles were
53initiated in 1920s11,12 and were later extended to cover pendular
54bridges between unequal-sized particles, or a particle and a
55wall.4,13 Studies of moving particles and the associated liquid
56bridge formation were carried out, starting with the work of
57Pitois et al.14, which found that the particle relative velocity sig-
58nificantly influences the liquid bridge force. Rossetti and Simons9
59introduced an important improvement, that is, a novel micro
60force balance device which is capable of observing the liquid
61bridge between particles and measuring the force exerted by liq-
62uid bride. Darabi et al.2, presented a new coalescence model for
63binary collision between two identical wet particles, considering
64capillary and viscous forces exerted by (instantaneously formed)
65pendular bridges. Despite a variety of researchers7,15–22 that has
66broadened our understanding of liquid bridges, a study describing
67a detailed model on the time evolution of a single (pendular) liq-
68uid bridge during its formation phase is still missing. This is due
69to the lack of our understanding how quickly liquid is transported
70into a liquid bridge, and how much of the liquid (initially present
71on the particles) is able to flow into the bridge. One reason for
72this lack of understanding is that experimental investigations to
73quantify the liquid present in the bridge are tedious, and that sim-
74ulations require an enormous spatial and temporal resolution to
75picture the filling process.
76Wet particle collisions, or collisions in a viscous fluid, have
77been studied by a variety of researchers. For example, Davis
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78 et al.23, experimentally studied particle collisions with wet
79 smooth surfaces, and they demonstrate that the lubrication
80 forces play an important role on the particle rebound. Donahue
81 et al.24, further studied the collisions between liquid-coated
82 spheres using a three-body Newton’s Cradle, and they
83 revealed that fluid lubrication resistance on rebound plays a
84 key role in the dynamics of the collision. Li et al.25, calibrated
85 a model with experimental results of wet particle collisions.
86 Gondret et al.26, focused on the bouncing motion of spherical
87 particles in a viscous fluid, and they quantified the wet restitu-
88 tion coefficient by varying the density and the elastic proper-
89 ties of the solid sphere, as well as liquid film viscosity.
90 Gollwitzer et al.27, revealed that the dimensionless film thick-
91 ness is a crucial parameter that affects the restitution coeffi-
92 cient. A rough estimate of the liquid bridge volume, i.e.,
93 Vb  dp3=16, was used in their work to determine the rupture
94 energy. Sutkar et al.28 provided a new approach for the estima-
95 tion of wet restitution coefficients between a particle and a wet
96 surface based on a dimensional and energy budget analysis.
97 However, their data is only in fair agreement with the pro-
98 posed model, and they have not provided a model for the pre-
99 diction of the liquid bridge volume. In summary, a large
100 number of researchers have focused on particle collision
101 dynamics without a detailed analysis of liquid bridge
102 formation.25,29,30
103 In this article we focus on applying simulations to elucidate
104 the complex flow processes associated with bridge formation.
105 In general, three categories of simulations methods that aim at
106 modeling liquid bridges can be distinguished: (1) solving the
107 Young-Laplace equation (YLE), (2) solving an approximated
108 version of the YLE based on geometrical simplifications, and
109 (3) a full numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equation of
110 the gas–liquid systems.
111 The first approach yields analytical solutions only for cer-
112 tain geometrical configurations,4 and hence, one has to employ
113 a numerical integration for a general geometrical configura-
114 tion.31–33 For example, Lian et al.32, provided a simple numer-
115 ical scheme for solving the YLE and revealed that the rupture
116 distance of equally-sized particles can be written as the cube
117 root of the liquid bridge volume for small contact angles. They
118 also obtained a bridge force model based on a simple approxi-
119 mation method, which was independent of the contact angle.
120 Similarly, Mikami et al.34, and Willett et al.35, proposed a sim-
121 ple capillary force model by fitting the numerical solution of
122 the YLE. However, as shown in Pepin et al.8, the drawbacks
123 when solving the YLE to study liquid bridges are that (1) a
124 fixed contact angles is required and (2) that the effect of liquid
125 flow into (or out of) the bridge cannot be predicted.
126 The second approach is to obtain a simple approximation of
127 the liquid bridge shape, typically by assuming a toroidal13,36,37
128 or parabolic shape (see, e.g., Pepin et al.8). The benefits of
129 using simplified approximation models are obvious: there is
130 no need to solve the full YLE and an analytical solution can
131 be obtained that can be readily implemented into particles sim-
132 ulation codes. However, approximate solutions become
133 increasingly inaccurate for increasing particle separation38 and
134 they suffer the same drawbacks as the solution of the YLE.
135 The third approach is the numerical solution of the Navier-
136 Stokes equations describing (1) the flow of the liquid, or (2)
137 the liquid and the surrounding gas. In the past two decades this
138 approach has been used with increasing frequency. Early
139 research was based on a simplified version of the Navier-
140 Stokes equation, that is, modified boundary conditions were
141used at the interface (see, e.g., Eggers and Dupont39 as well as
142Papageorgiou40). Later, Zhang et al.41, investigated the
143stretching of a liquid bridge between two circular disks by
144using a similar method. A fair amount of work to simplify the
145Navier-Stokes equations for the situation of liquid bridges
146between two circular disks (but not actual spherical particles)
147has been performed. Hence, these previous work is only able
148to provide qualitative information, and has little value for
149practical application. Only very recently, direct numerical
150simulations (DNS) of the Navier-Stokes equation have been
151attempted to simulate liquid bridge formation in an axisym-
152metric setup.42–45 These methods provide a full description of
153the liquid bridge dynamics, and hence are a promising
154approach for studying the bridge formation process.
155Objectives
156Only few theoretical and experimental studies in the litera-
157ture were concerned with the bridge formation process and the
158accompanying liquid transfer rate into the bridge. While mod-
159els for liquid transfer on bridge rupture exist Lian et al.32, as
160well as Shi and McCarthy46, these models still require addi-
161tional assumptions for the liquid volume present in the bridge.
162With this in mind, we have started investigations to establish a
163detailed model that is able to predict liquid transport and the
164distribution of liquid between two spheres in our recent
165work.43 In the present work, we systematically study the liquid
166bridge and drainage process of liquid adhering to two identical
167wet particles. We use a DNS based on the Volume of Fluid
168(VoF) method, that is, we simulate both the motion of the liq-
169uid and the surrounding gas. By reconstructing the interface
170between these two fluid phases, we extract the interface posi-
171tion to identify the bridge shape and size. Specifically, the liq-
172uid bridge is defined by detecting the neck positions of the
173liquid film on each particle surface (for details see the “Liquid
174Bridge Volume calculation” section). We then use a direct
175integration method (DIM) to calculate the liquid bridge vol-
176ume based on the interface position at each instant in time.
177Our ultimate goal is then building a dynamic model for the liq-
178uid bridge volume during the filling process based on these
179DNS data. Therefore, we fit our DNS data to a postulated liq-
180uid bridge filling model, which is an extension of the ideas of
181Mohan et al.47, but still allows for an analytical solution to
182predict the bridge volume. Specifically, our postulated model
183assumes that the filling rate is not affected by the particles’ rel-
184ative motion, and that the filling rate is linear in the difference
185between the liquid present on a particle and the bridge volume.
186Such a model requires the specification of only three dimen-
187sionless parameters, as we will show in the following. While
188our work is currently limited to smooth particles of identical
189size, the model proposed by us can be easily re-calibrated to
190account for, that is, particle roughness, or particle size differ-
191ences once data for the amount of liquid in the bridge is avail-
192able for these situations.
193In the following, we first describe the methodology used to
194establish the liquid bridge model, including (1) the initial
195bridge and boundary conditions that have been used in our
196simulations, (2) the interface feature extraction procedure, as
197well as (3) the postulated model itself. Subsequently, we intro-
198duce a geometrical bridge volume, which is used to normalize
199the bridge volume measured from our detailed simulations.
200Then we present results, starting with the calibration of the
201sub-models for the initial bridge volume and the subsequent
202viscous filling stage, and we are the first to provide a dynamic
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203 model for predicting liquid bridge formation. Also, the effect
204 of grid refinement, as well as that of the Reynolds number, are
205 carefully analyzed as well. Finally, we discuss our findings
206 and provide conclusions that should guide the application and
207 future extension of our model.
208 Methodology
209 Initial and boundary conditions
210 We consider two identical smooth spheres, which are fixed
211 in space, that is, the spheres’ relative velocity is zero. In this
212 work, we consider the general situation of an asymmetric liq-
213 uid bridge, that is, the thickness of the films initially present
214 on the particle surfaces are different. In what follows, we
215 define that particle 1 always has less liquid compared to parti-
216 cle 2, as shown in FigureF1 1 (panel a). R is the sphere radius for
217 two particles, and h1 and h2 are the initial film heights of parti-
218 cle 1 and particle 2, respectively. S is defined as the half sepa-
219 ration distance between the particle surfaces.
220 The initial shape of the liquid bridge has been set according
221 to the initial film height and the particle separation. Because
222 we do not simulate the approach of the spheres, and hence
223 cannot predict the deformation of the liquid films on the parti-
224 cle prior to coalescence, we must assume the initial bridge
225 shape right after the films have coalesced. Specifically, we
226 assume that the liquid in the overlapping region of the liquid
227 films (i.e., red and green shaded regions in Figure 1b) is
228 instantaneously displaced laterally, and flows into a ring-
229 shaped region. The latter is illustrated by the red solid area in
230 Figure 1b, that is, the bridge has been considered to be cylin-
231 drical at time zero. Geometrical considerations, discussed in
232 greater detail in “Geometrical Bridge Volume” section, can
233 now be used to predict the size of the ring-shaped region.
234 These considerations, as well as the assumption of zero initial
235velocity and uniform pressure distribution, have been used to
236initialize all our simulations.
237Most important, in our simulations there is no gravity, or
238other force acting on the system. The physical reason why liq-
239uid in the films on the particle surfaces flows into the liquid
240bridge is as follows: the pressure in the film (adhering to the
241particle surface, and far away from the bridge) can be esti-
242mated as ps  2r=R, while the pressure in the liquid bridge
243region can be approximated as pVb  2r=Rcurve. Here Rcurve is
244the radius of curvature of the liquid bridge surface. Thus, the
245pressure in the liquid bridge region is always negative or zero,
246while that in the film is always positive. Hence, a pressure dif-
247ference between the particle surface and the liquid bridge
248region exists, driving the liquid into the bridge. This liquid
249flow will not stop until the pressure difference reaches zero, or
250the liquid film on the particle surface ruptures (for details
251about film rupture see section “Film Rupture and Grid
252Refinement”).
253VoF simulation approach
254A VoF method,48 which is available as “interFoam” solver
255in the open-source software package OpenFOAM
VR
, has been
256employed in our simulation. The interFoam solver has been
257verified extensively by Deshpande et al.48, and we have also
258made several tests, for example, calculating the pressure distri-
259bution in a liquid film coating a single sphere. For a typical
260grid resolution of Dh 5 Dx/h15 0.10 (here Dx is the grid spac-
261ing, and h is the film height), these test show that the pressure
262can be predicted within an acceptable error tolerance of ca.
26324.6%. In addition, we have tested the grid dependency of
264our results, and found that Dh5 0.12 gives acceptable results
265for most situations of interest (see section “Film Rupture and
266Grid Refinement” for more details).
Figure 1. Sketch of the simulation setup, as well as the initial bridge shape.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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267 Another critical point when it comes to two-phase flows is
268 the prediction of the dynamic contact angle, since this is not a
269 constant, but is influenced by the speed of the three-phase con-
270 tact line. Unfortunately, the current implementation of
271 dynamic contact angles in the “interFoam” solver has not been
272 verified, and hence we are unable to accurately simulate the
273 motion of three-phase contact lines. However, we have spared
274 out this detailed by simply assuming that the spheres are com-
275 pletely coated, and hence there is (initially) no three-phase
276 contact line in our simulations. This allows us to apply the
277 “interFoam” solver for our studies of two coated particles
278 without additional modifications. It must be mentioned here
279 that for long times we observe a rupture of the liquid film pres-
280 ent on the spheres. In such a situation a three-phase contact
281 line forms, and hence, our solver will deliver inaccurate (but
282 still physical) predictions of the liquid bridge shape after rup-
283 ture. We accept this inaccuracy for the time being, and simply
284 have not considered data collected after film rupturing events
285 in our analysis.
286 The transport equation for a color function, representing the
287 volume fraction of the liquid phase, is solved together with the
288 continuity and momentum equations:
@ qUð Þ
@t
1r  qUUð Þ52rp1l rU1 rUð ÞT
h i
1f b (1)
r  U50 (2)
@a
@t
1r  Uað Þ50 (3)
where U is the velocity field shared by the two fluids (i.e., the
289 liquid on the spheres and the surrounding gas) throughout the
290 flow domain, and a is the phase fraction indicator. q is density,
291 p is pressure, and fb are body forces, which include (1) surface
292 tension effects at the interface, and (2) gravity. However,
293 effects due to gravity have been neglected in our simulation,
294 because viscous and capillary effects are dominant in situa-
295 tions involving relevant particles (i.e., in situations in which
296 particles have a diameter that is smaller than the capillary
297 length). The phase function acan proceed within the range
298 0< a< 1, with alpha being zero (or unity) in regions occupied
299 by the gas (or the liquid), respectively.
300 The physical properties are computed as averages based on the
301 distribution of the liquid volume fraction a. Specifically, we use:
q5qla1qg 12að Þ (4)
l5lla1lg 12að Þ (5)
302 where ql (or ll) and qg(or lg) are the density (or the dynamic
303 viscosity) of the liquid and gas, respectively.
304 Relevant dimensionless quantities describing the problem
305 can be readily identified: the dimensionless initial film heights,
306 the dimensionless separation distance, the bridge volume and
307 the amount of liquid on particle surface normalized by a refer-
308 ence volume (i.e., the particle radius cubed R3), the density
309 and viscosity ratio between the liquid and the ambient gas, the
310 pressure scaled with a typical capillary pressure (i.e., surface
311 tension over the particle radius) and the velocity scaled with a
312 typical capillary speed (i.e., the ratio of surface tension and
313 viscosity of the liquid). The relevant time scale can be based
314 on a corresponding viscous time scale, which is chosen to be
315 the ratio of the particle radius and the capillary speed. Finally,
316 we may want to consider the effect of the fluid’s inertia on the
317 filling process, and hence a Reynolds number can be defined
318based on the capillary speed, the particle radius, and the fluid
319viscosity. Note, that alternatively an Ohnesorge number can
320be defined, with is simply the inverse of the square root of the
321Reynolds number as summarized below:
322 h11 5h1=R, h12 5h2=R, h10 5 h11 1h12
 
=2, S15S=R;
323 L1p15Lp1=R3, L1p25Lp2=R3, V1b 5Vb=R3;
324 qratio5ql=qg, lratio5ll=lg;
325 uref5r=ll,pref5r=R, tref5Rll=r;
326 t15t=tref
327 Re5rRql=l2l , Oh5ll=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qlrR
p
51=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Re
p
, Ca5lljUj=r.
328A typical result of our DNS is shown in Figure F22, in which
329we illustrate the dimensionless flow velocity for various
330dimensionless times. Most important, this figure illustrates
331that the dimensionless velocity strongly decrease with time,
332and it can be expected that the rate with which the bridge is
333filled decreases with increasing time.
334All relevant simulation parameters and numerical scheme
335are defined in Table T11.
336Liquid bridge volume calculation
337The gas–liquid interface can be easily determined from the
338DNS data by analyzing the distribution of the phase fraction.
339Hence, we have taken a simple, yet effective sampling method
340to detect the gas–liquid of the film and the bridge formed
341between the particles.
342As can be seen in Figure F33, the sampling procedure takes
343place between O1 and O2 with an interval of dx and a large
344enough sample distance in the y-direction. By applying the
345sampling interval from O1 and O2, we obtain a list of data for
346the phase value along each sampling line, and consequently
347the interface position can be determined at a5 0.5.
348Next, we need to define which portion of the fluid in the sys-
349tem is considered to be in the liquid bridge. As can be seen
350from Figures 2 and 3 (panel b), there exists a minimal liquid
351film thickness on each of the two spheres. Thus, if one would
352analyze the thickness profile on each particle, one can observe
353a certain angular position where the film is thinnest. We have
354used this local minimum to define the extent of the liquid
355bridge. Specifically, we denote these positions of the minima
356as the “neck” positions, which separate the bridge from the
357film adhering to the particle surface. These neck positions are
358the basis for the subsequent bridge volume calculation.
359After the interface positions and neck position have been
360determined, we can calculate the liquid bridge volume by
361using a DIM. Specifically, we use slices with thickness dx (see
362Figure 3, panel b), as well as the known neck positions, to
363determine the bridge volume by numerical integration using
364the trapezoidal rule.
365Proposed model for liquid bridge filling
366Our DNS indicate that the mechanism of liquid bridge for-
367mation consists of the following steps: after the coated par-
368ticles get close to each other (caused by the relative motion in
369a real-world granular flow), the films coalesce, a liquid bridge
370is then formed between the particles, and finally liquid drains
371into the bridge. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that there is
372(1) a very fast initial formation processes (immediately after
373coalescence; since we cannot resolve this process, we will
374simply assume a certain initial bridge volume), and (2) and a
375comparably slow filling process. Consequently, we differenti-
376ate between two stages of the filling process of liquid bridge:
377(I) a capillary-force driven initial stage (fast filling), and (II) a
378viscous filling stage (slower filling). Although these two stages
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379 will overlap in physical reality, we define stage I to end after a
380 (viscous) reference time scale of tref, that is, a dimensionless
381 time of t151. As shown next, we employ two different sub-
382 models to predict the liquid bridge volume in these two stages.
383 By employing an overall mass balance it is then straight for-
384 ward to predict the liquid residing on the contacting particles.
385 For the initial stage we simply aim on correlating the bridge
386 volume after t15 1 with the most important process parame-
387 ters. Specifically, we simply choose the key geometrical
388 parameters, which are (1) the initial film height h0, as well as
389 (2) the half separation distance S.
390 The next section of the article details on a postulated model
391 to predict the time evolution of liquid bridge volume in stage
392 II. Specifically, we use a phenomenological closure for the
393 flow rate between the film and bridge compartment. We
394 assume the flow rate to be proportional to the difference of the
395 mobile fraction of the liquid on the particle and half of the
396 bridge volume. To compute the mobile fraction of the liquid
397 present on the particle, we use a single parameter which is
398 called the mobility parameter /m,i. This parameter is simply
399 the ratio of the mobile liquid (i.e., the portion of liquid which
400 flows into liquid bridge region) on a particle divided by the
401 total liquid content on particle i. We will see in the “Results”
402 section that the mobility parameter itself is a function of the
403 initial film height and the particle separation, but is invariant
404 in time. For now, we simply use /m,i as a parameter that is
405 constant during the filling process. Using a dimensionless fill-
406 ing rate parameter ai (which one can assume to be specific for
407 each particle i) and the reference time scale tref, we finally
408 arrive at the following differential equations for predicting the
409 liquid content Lp,i on each particle i:
dLp;i
dt
5
2ai
tref
Lp;i/m;i2
Vb
2
 
(6)
410This closure is linear in the unknown variables. Hence, an
411analytical solution for the liquid bridge volume and the liquid
412content remaining on the particles can be obtained. A simple
413mass balance yields the governing equation for the volume
414Vb,j of bridge j:
dVb;j
dt
52
X
i2 lj
dLp;i
dt
(7)
415Here lj is the list of particle indices that is in contact with
416bridge j. We now rewrite these equations in dimensionless var-
417iables, and apply them to a two-particle system. Together with
418appropriate initial conditions, as well as the assumption that ai
419is a constant for a pair of particles sharing the same bridge, we
420arrive at the following analytical solution:
V1b 5V
1
b;01C1
2r1
ai
12/m1
r1
er1t
1
21
 
1C2
2r2
ai
12/m1
r2
er2t
1
21
 
(8) 421
Figure 2. Typical velocity field for fluids flow over two fully coated particles using DNS.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Table 1. Simulation Parameters and Numerical Schemes
Used in the VoF Simulations
Parameter Value Comment
Dt1 5 3 1023 Dimensionless
time step
Dh 0.05–0.33 Dimensionless
mesh resolution
Time derivative
scheme
Backward Second order,
implicit
Laplacian scheme Gauss linear
corrected
Unbounded,
second order,
conservative
Convection scheme
(for U)
Gauss linear Unbounded,
second order
Convection scheme
(for a)
Gauss vanLeer van Leer limiter
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L1p15L
1
p1;01
C1
r1
er1t
1
21
 
1
C2
r2
er2t
1
21
 
(9)
L1p25L
1
p2;02C1
2r1
ai
12/m111
r1
er1t
1
21
 
2C2
2r2
ai
12/m111
r2
er2t
1
21
  (10)
422 where r1, r2, C1, and C2 are dimensionless coefficients that are
423 detailed in Appendix A. Using this solution it is now straight
424 forward to calibrate the model parameters (i.e., ai and /m,i) with
425 the results of our DNS (i.e., the time evolution of Lp and Vb).
426 Geometrical Bridge Volume
427 In order to close the proposed model (see “Results” sec-
428 tion), it is useful to define a reference bridge volume based on
429 geometrical arguments. For such a geometrical bridge volume
430 we have considered two types which are illustrated in Figure
F4 431 4. Our goal is to study liquid bridge formation between par-
432 ticles having initially a different liquid content. Thus, it is use-
433 ful to define a bridge volume based on the average (i.e.,
434 arithmetic mean) film height h0 (see the definition in previous
435 section “VoF Simulation Approach”). The expressions for the
436 geometrical bridge volume detailed below need to be under-
437 stood as the typical volume of a liquid bridge when making
438 certain assumptions about its shape.
439 Type I
440 Type I (Figure 4a) is a simple definition based on the
441 assumption that the initial bridge volume is that in the cap-
442shaped region of the particle. This definition is similar to the
443idea of Shi and McCarthy46, which assumed that a fixed frac-
444tion of the liquid present on the particle forms the bridge. This
445previous definition of Shi and McCarthy would predict a linear
446relationship between the bridge volume and the liquid film
447thickness (and, to a first approximation, also with the liquid
448content on each particle’s surface). However, we argue that
449this previous definition is unrealistic. The reason for this is
450that the lateral extent (i.e., the length b) of the cap-shaped
451region defined by the gas–liquid interface and the symmetry
452plane between contacting particles is clearly a function of the
453film thickness (see Figure 4, left panel). Hence, for the present
454work we assume that the geometrical bridge volume of “type
455I” is a nonlinear function of the liquid film thickness. Specifi-
456cally, we assume that the bridge volume is equal to the red-
457shaded cap-shaped region in Figure 4 (left panel). For this sit-
458uation the liquid bridge volume can be calculated analytically:
Vb;g;I52h0b
2p; (11)
459with
b
R
5 11h0
1
 
cos21 1= 11h0
1
  
(12)
460Type II
461Type II considers another shape of the liquid bridge, which
462is shown in Figure 4b. Here, we take the separation distance of
463the particle into account, implying that the type II geometrical
464bridge volume is more realistic for large separations. Specifi-
465cally, we assume that the liquid in the overlapping regions
466(given by the assumed spherical shape of the liquid films on
Figure 3. Sketch of (a) the gas–liquid interface between two particles, as well as (b) the sampling procedure used
to detect the neck position.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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467 the particle) must be laterally displaced when the particles
468 approach each other. This liquid is assumed to flow into a
469 ring-shaped region. One can then compute the liquid bridge
470 volume from the red shaded area (see Figure 4, right panel).
471 Specifically, the volume of the type II bridge geometry can be
472 calculated as follows:
Vb;g;II5Vb;i;I2Vcap (13)
473 The evaluation of the above equation involves lengthy
474 expressions, and is detailed in Appendix B. Unfortunately, this
475 evaluation also requires an iterative procedure, making it less
476 attractive for direct evaluation during large-scale DEM-based
477 simulation.
478 We next compare these two types of models for the geomet-
479 rical bridge volume for two situations: in situation A we
480 increase the liquid content (i.e., the initial film heights), but
481 assume contacting particles (i.e., zero separation between par-
482 ticles). Results for this situation are shown in FigureF5 5, which
483 shows the dimensionless bridge volume as a function of the
484 L1p0, where L
1
p0 is dimensionless form of average amount of ini-
485 tial liquid content of the two particles and defined by
486 L
1
p05
4
3
p R1h0ð Þ32R3
 
=R35 4
3
p 11h10
 3
21
 
. We observe
487 that for both types of definitions the bridge volume increase
488 with the liquid content nonlinearly. Note, that in the definition
489 of Shi and McCarthy46 the bridge volume increases linearly.
490 Furthermore, we see that the two curves for type I and type II
491 nearly overlap, and that type II predictions are slightly larger
492 than that of type I. Thus, the two curves agree well with each
493 other for thin initial films, while they do not agree with each
494 other for thicker films. Since the definition of the type II model
495 at zero separation is close to that of type I, this is expected and
496 explained as follows: the type II model takes into account that
497 the laterally displaced liquid forms a bridge with a certain
498 height hcyl,1 and hcyl,2 (see Figure 4, right panel). Conse-
499 quently, a certain amount of the liquid on the particle (in addi-
500 tion to that accounted for in the type I model) is considered to
501 be in the bridge. Thus, when using the type II definition, the
502 (geometrical) bridge volume is somewhat larger compared to
503 that predicted by type I. In summary, we see that the type I
504 approximation is appropriate for thin films and at zero separa-
505tion, while type II should be considered for all other
506situations.
507Situation B is now investigated to demonstrate the effect of
508the particle–particle separation distance on the predicted (geo-
509metrical) bridge volume. Specifically, a certain (constant) ini-
510tial film height was assumed for both types of models, and the
511separation between particles was varied. Results are illustrated
512in Figure F66. One can observe that the prediction of the type I
513model is not affected by the separation distance. However, for
514the type II model, the geometrical bridge volume remarkably
515decreases when the separation distance increases. Also, the
516type II model predicts a somewhat larger bridge volume (com-
517pared to type I) at zero separation as it should be. In summary,
518the type II model is more realistic, and we will demonstrate in
519following that our results (based on DNS) are very close to the
520predictions of this model.
521Figure F77 further illustrates how the separation distance
522affects the prediction of the (geometrical) bridge volume when
523using the type II model. As can be seen from Figure 7 the
Figure 4. Geometrical bridge volume: (a) type I (the dashed line indicates the symmetry plane of two contacting
particles), (b) type II.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 5. Comparison of the type I and type II model
for computing the geometrical bridge volume
in situation A: increasing liquid content on
the particles at S1 5 0.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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524 bridge volume increases monotonically, but nonlinearly, with
525 increasing (initial) liquid content for every choice of separa-
526 tion distance. In the situation of zero separation the largest
527 bridge volume is predicted. Also, it can be observed that the
528 bridge volume decreases almost linearly with increasing sep-
529 aration distance, finally approaching zero for S1=h10 51 as it
530 should be. The physical interpretation of this fact is that for
531 the situation in which the separation equals the initial film
532 thickness, the overlapping region of thin films between two
533 particles vanishes. Thus, the geometrical bridge volume
534 becomes zero. In summary, the type II model shows the cor-
535 rect behaviour for a variety of limiting cases. Hence we argue
536 that it is physically more relevant compared to previous
537 work.
538Results
539Early stage model (stage I)
540The initial bridge forms very quickly, and the inertia of the
541fluid may play a certain role. Inertia is difficult to model due
542its inherent nonlinearity. We hence define a fixed initial bridge
543volume for “early times.” Specifically, we have chosen the
544early stage to end after one reference viscous time scale, that
545is, at t15 1.
546We now attempt to model the initial bridge volume by
547defining the variable KV1, which is the ratio of the simulated
548(total) initial bridge volume (V1b;0 is the liquid bridge volume
549at t15 1) and the average initial film height h10 to the power
550of some exponent n:
KV15
V1b;0
h10
 n (14)
551This definition is based on the simple idea that the initial
552bridge volume is only a function of the (initial) film height,
553similar to the idea we used to define the geometrical bridge
554volume of type I. We see from Figure F88 that when choosing
555n 5 1.5 we can collapse our DNS results for a variety of film
556thicknesses with the expression:
KV1528:0
S1
h10
 
110:5 (15)
557Thus, we see that we can obtain a reasonable collapse of our
558data on a straight line for this choice of n and for S1/h10 < 0.7.
559We also note that (1) the normalized bridge volume linearly
560decreases with increasing separation distance, and (2) that the
561bridge volume is a super-linear function of the film height.
562The former fact is in agreement with the type II geometrical
563bridge volume (refer to “Geometrical Bridge Volume” sec-
564tion). The latter again stresses the fact that the assumption of
565Shi and McCarthy46 that liquid is “harvest” from a fixed (area)
566fraction of the particle surface is not supported by our results.
567A model based on “harvesting” from a fixed (area) fraction of
568the particle surface would result in a linear increase of the
569bridge volume with film height, that is, n5 1. Clearly, this is
570not supported by our DNS data.
Figure 6. Comparison of the type I and type II model
for computing the geometrical bridge volume
in situation B: fixed initial film height
h10 5 0.08 and variation of the separation dis-
tance.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 7. Effect of the separation distance on the
bridge volume as a function of the initial liq-
uid content (type II model).
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 8. Normalized initial bridge model KV1 vs. nor-
malized separation distance.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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571 In summary, our model for KV1 could already be used to
572 compute V1b;0 for a collision involving two wet particles using
573 Eq. 15. However, we next aim at using the geometrical bridge
574 volume of type II to normalize the calculated initial bridge
575 volume. We do this since this model accounts for the effect of
576 the separation distance on the bridge volume, and we expect
577 that a normalization with this geometrical bridge volume
578 yields a variable that is independent of S1.
579 Specifically, we define the variable KV2 as the ratio of the
580 measured initial bridge, the geometrical bridge volume calcu-
581 lated using the type II model (refer to “Type II” section), and a
582 function of h10 :
KV25
V1b;0
V1b;g;II h
1
0
 n (16)
583 Again, n is a parameter that is used as an exponent of the
584 initial film height, and helps to collapse all data into a single
585 curve. We expect that n is close to zero, that is, that the geo-
586 metrical bridge volume based on the type II model is sufficient
587 to account for any effects due to the film height. The results of
588 our analysis are displayed in FigureF9 9, which illustrates that
589 the variable KV2 is independent of the average film height,
590 when choosing n5 0.2. For the KV2 model, we also suggest a
591 linear relationship between the normalized liquid bridge vol-
592 ume and the separation distance:
KV250:7
S1
h10
 
12:2 (17)
593 In addition we note that assuming n5 0, that is, using a nor-
594 malization purely based on the geometrical bridge volume,
595 would be also a good approximation (data not shown). Inter-
596 estingly, we find that KV2 h
1
0
 n  1:3 for zero separation,
597 indicating that the geometrical bridge volume of type II is
598 indeed a good approximation of the initial bridge volume.
599 Also, we find that KV2 increases with increasing separation,
600 indicating that the geometrical bridge volume of type II over-
601 compensates the decrease of the bridge volume. Thus, our
602 DNS data suggest that the bridge volume is systematically
603 larger for S1> 0 than that based on geometrical arguments.
604 The exact reason for this is could not be isolated. However, it
605 is clear that in the DNS the deformation of the gas–liquid
606interface is also taken into account. We speculate that this
607deformation leads to an additional lateral shift of the neck
608position (in addition to the shift caused by to the displaced
609fluid), which is more pronounced for larger separations.
610In summary, the model for KV2 presented above, together
611with its definition, and the geometrical bridge volume (type II)
612can be used to compute the bridge volume at t15 1. We next
613focus on the calibration of the parameters in the proposed
614bridge viscous filling model (see section “Proposed Model for
615Liquid Bridge Filling”), that can be used to predict the time
616evolution of the liquid bridge after this point in time.
617Viscous filling stage model (stage II)
618We start with looking at the time evolution of bridge vol-
619ume and liquid present on the particle for the situation of zero
620separation start by taking one case for example (see Figure
F1062110). We obtain the following parameter set /m15 0.49,
622/m25 0.38, and find that mobility parameter of particle 1 is
623somewhat larger than that of particle 2 (particle 1 initialized
624with less liquid content than particle 2). Furthermore, we find
625that the dimensionless filing rate coefficient ai (i.e., the inverse
626of a dimensionless filling time scale) is approximately 0.025.
627This value fits all our data reasonably well, and hence we
628accept ai to be a universal constant from now on.
629Results in Figure F1111 are also obtained for the zero separation
630case, however, for a different combination of film thicknesses.
631The mobility parameters for this case are /m15 0.45 and
632/m25 0.43, respectively. By comparing Figures 10 and 11, we
633observe that the trend of liquid transport between two particles
634are similar, and the model approximates the filling process rea-
635sonably well. As expected, the case with the larger (average)
636initial film height yields a larger liquid bridge volume.
637Further testing of our model for other combinations of
638thickness reveals that our model is indeed able to describe the
639filling process well. As we can see from Figure F1212, larger film
640height always leads to larger bridge volume, which is obvious.
641We also can see that the filling process levels off after about
64250 dimensionless time units. This is also suggested by the
643inverse of the constant ai, which has been fixed before.
Figure 9. Initial bridge model, KV2 vs. normalized sepa-
ration distance.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 10. Fitted model (lines) vs. DNS data (symbols)
over time for S150, h11 5 0.07, and h
1
2 5
0.1.
Red circles: liquid bridge volume (V1b ); Black dia-
monds: liquid content on particle 1 (L1P1); Blue trian-
gles: liquid content on particle 2 (L1P2). [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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644 However, the filling process has not completely stopped at
645 t15 50. Indeed, we find that when running the simulation for
646 a longer duration the filling process will end at some point due
647 to the rupture of the film on one of the two particle surfaces.
648 We will discuss this peculiar behavior later (see section “Film
649 Rupture and Grid Refinement”).
650 Considering now separations larger than zero, we again see
651 that the model is able to approximate the DNS data well (see
652 FigureF13 13, for S15 0.045, h11 5 0.09, and h
1
2 5 0.1). However,
653 we find that the parameters /m1 and /m2 change. Specifically,
654 the value of the mobility parameters is now /m15 0.42 and
655 /m25 0.39, respectively. Thus, the mobility of the liquid on
656 the particles becomes smaller for S1 >0 compared to the case
657 with S15 0. Our interpretation of this fact is that less liquid is
658 mobile to flow into the bridge when the particles have a certain
659 separation. Again, we can see from FigureF14 14 that larger initial
660 film height causes larger liquid bridge volume, as expected.
661We now aim on demonstrating that our model is able to rep-
662resent data for a variety of dimensionless initial film heights.
663Since the key parameter that is influenced by the film height is
664the mobility (i.e., /m,i), we have collected these parameters for
665a large set of separation distances and dimensionless initial
666film heights. We now make an attempt of modeling /m,i by
667first computing an average mobility /m (see Eq. 18), that is
668simply defined as the arithmetic mean of the motilities of the
669particles in contact. We now look at the trends of this average
670parameter as a function of the initial average film height. As
671we can see from Figure F1515, /m changes linearly with the aver-
672age initial film height for zero separation. Specifically, we
673obtain the following relationship for /m:
Figure 13. Fittedmodel (lines) vs. DNS data (symbols) over
time forS15 0.045, h11 5 0.09 and h
1
2 5 0.1.
Red circles: liquid bridge volume (V1b ); Black dia-
monds: liquid content on particle 1 (L1P1); Blue trian-
gles: liquid content on particle 2 (L1P2). [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 11. Fitted model (lines) vs. DNS data (symbols)
over time for S15 0, h11 5 0.09 and h
1
2 5 0.1.
Red circles: liquid bridge volume (V1b ); Black dia-
monds: liquid content on particle 1 (L1P1); Blue trian-
gles: liquid content on particle 2 (L1P2). [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 12. Liquid bridge volume over time: fitted model
(lines) vs. DNS data (symbols), S15 0.
Red circles: h10 5 0.075; Black diamonds: h
1
0 50.085;
Blue triangles: h10 5 0.095. [Color figure can be viewed
in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlineli-
brary.com.]
Figure 14. Combined effect of film height and separa-
tion distance: liquid bridge volume over
time: fitted model (line) vs. DNS data (sym-
bols).
Red circles: S15 0.045 and h10 5 0.065; Black dia-
monds: S15 0.025 and h10 5 0.08; Blue triangles:
S15 0.035 and h10 5 0.095. [Color figure can be viewed
in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlineli-
brary.com.]
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/m5
/m11/m2
2
(18)
/m55h
1
0 (19)
674 For the difference in the mobilities, denoted as D/m5
675 j/m12/m2j and illustrated in FigureF16 16, we find the follow-
676 ing approximation:
D/m52:9Dh
1
0 (20)
677 Next, we aim at correlating /m with the separation distance.
678 Specifically, we consider data sets for variations in the initial
679 film height and separation distance shown in FigureF17 17. Again,
680 we can collapse all data for different initial film heights when
681 normalizing it with some function of the initial film height.
682 Specifically, we define the variable K/m to be
K/m5
/m
5h10
(21)
683 Based on the data shown in Figure 17, we find the following
684 relationship for K/m:
K/m5120:32
S1
h10
 
(22)
685The meaning of these relationships is that the average
686mobility of the liquid on the particle surfaces systematically
687decreases with increasing separation distance. The physical
688interpretation of this fact is that smaller bridges (implied by
689larger separation distances and constant overall liquid content)
690simply allow proportionally less liquid to flow from the parti-
691cle surface into the bridge. In contrast, at small separation dis-
692tances, and hence larger bridges, a larger fraction of the
693particle’s surface area is connected to the bridge, and hence
694the mobility parameter is large.
695Film rupture and grid refinement
696We also show some interesting findings which we observe
697for very long simulation times and thin films: as can be seen in
698Figure F1818 the film ruptures at the neck position for sufficiently
699long time. Specifically, we observe that for thin films the film
700ruptures on the particle with initially less liquid (i.e., particle
7011). This means that the bridge filling process stops after a cer-
702tain time, which is also the case for the proposed model.
703Unfortunately, we cannot accurately predict the rupturing pro-
704cess, simply because the film at the rupturing point must
705become thinner than the (finite) grid resolution. It is therefore
706essential how the grid resolution affects the film rupturing
707event. This is discussed next.
708We start our investigation of the effect of grid refinement
709by defining a dimensionless grid size Dh. Specifically, we
710choose Dh 5 Dx/h1, where Dx is the mesh size and h1 is the
711initial film height of the particle with the lower amount of liq-
712uid on its surface. As can be seen from Figure F1919, the grid
713refinement affects the filling process only negligibly, with the
714largest deviations observed for long times, that is, t1> 100.
715As can be seen in the Figure for the case of a grid size of
716Dh5 0.17 (blue circles) film rupture is observed at t15 175.
717However, in case of a larger grid resolution, that is, Dh5 0.12
718(black diamonds), we do not observe film rupture and the fill-
719ing process continues until the simulation was terminated.
720Therefore, grid refinement plays an important role for
Figure 15. /m as a function of h
1
0 for a separation of
S15 0.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 16. D/mas a function of the dimensionless dif-
ference of the film heights.
Figure 17. K/m as a function of the normalized separa-
tion distance for contacting and non-
contacting particles.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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721 predicting the final rupturing process. Moreover, it can be
722 observed that a finer mesh yields a rather smooth curve, in
723 contrast to the results for the coarser grid in which the bridge
724 volume appears to fluctuate. This is again caused by the more
725 challenging detection of the neck position in the case of a
726 (comparably) coarse grid.
727 We have observed in our simulations that the film rupturing
728 phenomena occurs on particles with less liquid. The obvious
729 reason for film rupturing in the simulation is inadequate reso-
730 lution of the liquid film in the neck region. The thinning of the
731 film there is caused by the pressure difference over the neck
732 region, which drives the flow of liquid into the bridge: due to
733 the complex shape of the gas–liquid interface in this region,
734 the pressure changes in a nonlinear way in the neck region.
735 The pressure distribution is such that more liquid exits the
736 neck region than can flow from the film toward the neck. This
737 leads to a thinning of the film, and once the film thickness is in
738 the order of the grid resolution, it will rupture. We hence must
739 limit the applicability of our model to situations well before
740 the rupture event occurs in the simulation, that is, to t1< 100.
741 Reynolds number and density ratio effects
742 In order to further investigate the model’s ability to reflect
743 various real-world situations, we checked the effect of the
744 Reynolds number on the filling process. Therefore, we have
745 chosen a situation with rather thin films (i.e., h11 5 0.04,
746 h12 5 0.08, S
15 0.02). We choose Re5 1, Re5 100, and
747 Re5 10,000 for investigating Reynolds number effects.
748 As we can see from FigureF20 20, the points at which film rup-
749 ture occurs are almost identical. Also, we observe that larger
750 Reynolds number lead to an earlier film rupturing event (see
751 FigureF2 21). However, the filling process of the bridge is not
752 substantially affected by the Reynolds number. Hence, we
753 draw the conclusion that the Reynolds number plays a negligi-
754 ble role for the bridge filling process, at least in the range of
755 parameters we have investigated.
756 Finally, we have investigated the effect of the density ratio
757 on the liquid bridge filling process (see our results in Figure
F22758 22 for the density ratios of q5 10, and q5 1000). The density
759 ratio is a critical parameter for the numerical simulation, since
760 simulations with a smaller density ratio are typically easier to
761 conduct. As can be seen from Figure 22 the density ratio has
762 little effect on the liquid bridge filling process as long as
763 q 10, and the rupturing event is delayed by about five
764 dimensionless time units in the case of the low density ratio
765that has been investigated. Therefore, we can safely neglect
766effects due to the ambient gas density when considering bridge
767filling in gas–liquid-particle systems.
768Initial bridge shape effects
769In this section we summarize data on the effect of the ini-
770tial shape of the liquid bridge on the bridge filling process.
771As shown in Figure F2323, four types of initial bridge shapes
772have been investigated, that is, the standard cylinder (denoted
773as “cylinder”), no bridge (“none”), a too large cylinder
774(“large cylinder”), i.e., the radius is 20% larger than standard
775cylinder, and a smooth curve in the form of a circle
776(“circle”). The results are shown in Figure F2424, and we
777observe that the initial liquid bridge shape has generally a
778small effect on the filling process, except for the situation
779“large cylinder”. For this situation significantly more liquid
780is in the bridge, however, the qualitative behavior of the fill-
781ing process is preserved. Hence, we conclude that as long as
782the bridge is initialized with a realistic shape (i.e., a cylinder
783containing the displaced fluid), the effect of the exact initial
784shape is in the order of 3.3% between “none” and “cylinder”,
785and 3.9% between “circle” and “cylinder”.
Figure 18. Pressure distribution before and after the film rupture moment t15 220, S1 5 0, h11 5 0.06, h
1
2 5 0.10
(the rupture time scale is small, that is, below t1<1).
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 19. Grid refinement effects on the liquid bridge
filling, h11 5 0.04, h
1
2 5 0.08, S
15 0.02.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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786 Discussion
787 In our study, we investigate the liquid bridge and drainage
788 process of liquid adhering to two wet particles based on key
789 dimensionless parameters. We provide a model for the predic-
790 tion of dynamic liquid-bridge formation between two particles
791 by assuming that the filling rate of the liquid bridge is not
792 affected by the particles’ relative motion. Thus, we assume a
793 quasi-static situation in which particles do not move, but only
794 liquid is mobile to flow into the bridge. We next perform a
795 time scale analysis to probe situations for which such a quasi-
796 static assumption is appropriate.
797 Particle interaction time scales
798 A key question that could not be answered in the current
799 article is what happens in case the particles move relative to
800 each other, and hence the above mentioned quasi-static
801 assumption breaks down. In order to do so, we must identify
802 the limits of the models proposed in the current work. Specifi-
803 cally, there are two criteria that need to be satisfied to accept
804 the assumption of zero relative particle velocity:
8051. The time scale for bridge formation must be smaller
806than a characteristic time scale (denoted as tacc) for the par-
807ticles to accelerate to a typical speed of liquid flow (i.e.,
808uref5r=ll). Physically this means that the speed of the parti-
809cle relative motion is smaller than the speed of liquid flow.
8102. The time scale for bridge formation must be smaller
811than the time (denoted as tcross) it takes for the particles to
812cross the film.
813The acceleration time scale tacc can be calculated from the
814force balance on a particle. Assuming that the liquid bridge
815only exhibits a cohesive force due to surface tension, the
816dimensional acceleration time scale (such that the particle
817have accelerated to the typical liquid flow speed uref ) is
818tacc5R2qp=ll. The corresponding dimensionless acceleration
819time scale (with tref5Rll=r being the reference time scale) is:
t1acc5
Rqpr
ll2
(23)
820The time for an approaching particle to cross the film, that
821is, tcross, can be calculated from a typical particle–particle rela-
822tive velocity urel and the film thickness, that is, tcross5h0=urel.
Figure 20. Liquid film distribution at the rupture moment, h11 5 0.04, h
1
2 5 0.08, S
15 0.02.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 21. Reynolds number effect on liquid bridge fill-
ing, h11 5 0.04, h
1
2 5 0.08, S
15 0.02.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 22. Density ratio effect on bridge volume filling,
h11 5 0.04, h
1
2 5 0.08, S
150.02.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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823 Using Stokes settling velocity as urel, one obtains for the
824 dimensionless crossing time scale:
t1cross5
9h10 lgr
2R2ll qp2qg
 
g
(24)
825 Here h10 5h0=R is the dimensionless film-thickness, lg is
826 the ambient gas viscosity, and qp is the particle density. Note,
827 that the alternative assumption of urel5uref5r=l would lead
828 to t1cross;uref5h
1
0 . However, as explained above in the discussion
829 of tacc, it takes time to accelerate the particles to the capillary
830 speed. Hence, the latter velocity scale is certainly of lower
831 importance for typical applications that are characterized by a
832 large particle Stokes number.
833 In case both dimensionless time scales are much larger than
834 unity, the assumption of nonmoving particles in our simula-
835 tions is acceptable. By assuming typical properties of various
836 water–glycerine mixtures,49 and using parameters typical for a
837 fluidized bed, we haveT2 summarized key dimensionless param-
838 eters in Table 2 and FigureF25 25. It can be seen that for most flu-
839 idized bed systems the assumption of zero relative particle
840 velocity when modeling liquid transfer is justified. Tables 2
841 andT3 3 list relevant system parameters for particulate systems
842 involving pure water, as well as mixtures of glycerine and
843 water (60 and 40%). In general, situations with highly viscous
844 fluids (i.e., pure glycerine), appear to conflict with our quasi-
845 static assumption. For these situations the relative velocity of
846 the particles might influence the bridge filling process. How-
847 ever, for most systems involving typical liquids with a water-
848 like viscosity (see Tables 2 and 3, as well as the illustration in
849 Figure 25), we find that the assumption of zero relative particle
850 velocity is adequate.
851 Viscous effects during particle approach
852 The acceleration time scale defined above is based on New-
853 ton’s law of motion considering capillary forces only. Clearly,
854 viscous forces will retard the particles’ relative motion, and
855 hence we expect that the typical particle interaction time is
856 larger than t1acc. Next, we analyze such a situation by including
857lubrication effects due to the liquid between two approaching
858wet particles. For such a situation we have:
~Fvis1~Fcap5m
d~u
dt
(25)
where ~Fvis is the viscous force, ~Fcap is the capillary force, and
859m is the mass of one particle. For small particles (i.e., in case
860the particle size is smaller than the capillary length), the gravi-
861tational forces can be neglected, and only capillary and vis-
862cous forces affect particle motion. Pitois et al.14 and Darabi
863et al.2 applied the lubrication approximation for liquid flow
864between the two particle surfaces, and arrived at the following
865expression for the viscous force:
~Fvis52
3
2
plR2X2v
1
S
dS
dt
; (26)
Figure 23. Different shapes of the initial liquid bridge (h11 5 0.06, h
1
2 5 0.10, S
15 0.01).
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 24. Effect of the initial bridge shape on the
bridge filling process (h11 5 0.06, h
1
2 5 0.10,
S15 0.01).
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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866 where R is the particle radius, S is the half separation distance
867 between the particle surfaces, and Vb is the liquid bridge vol-
868 ume. Pitois et al.14 and Darabi et al.2, also provided a model for
869 the capillary force that accounts for the bridge volume effect.
870 For fully wetted particles their capillary force model is:
~Fcap52pRrXv (28)
871 Substituting the model for the viscous and capillary force
872 into Eq. 25, and using typical initial conditions (i.e., an initial
873 separation of 10% of the particle radius, and particles initially
874 at rest), we obain the following differential equation:
2
3
2
pllR
2X2v
1
S
dS
dt
12pRrXv5m
d2S
dt2
Sð0Þ50:1R ; S0ð0Þ50:
8<
: (29)
875 Integrating the above equation in time is straight forward
876 (e.g., using Matlab
VR
), and we have chosen two sets of parame-
877ters, that is, that of water and pure glycerine to illustrate the
878solution. Relevant properties for these liquids are listed in
879Table T44. The particle size is chosen to be 10 lm, the liquid
880bridge volume is chosen to be 20% of the particle volume, the
881Reynold number is defined by the capillary speed, the particle
882radius, and the fluid viscosity (i.e., Re5rRql=l
2
l ). One can
883also define a capillary number Ca to quantify the ratio of vis-
884cous and capillary effects. This number is based on the Stokes
885setting velocity (as a proxy for the relevant particle–particle
886relative speed), the viscosity of the liquid, and the surface ten-
887sion, that is, Ca5llurel=r5 2 ll R
2 qp2qg
 
g
 
= 9lgr
 
. In
888summary, we obtain for
889 pure glycerine: Re 5 6.34 3 1024, Ca 5 0.975, and for
890 water: Re 5 730, Ca57.54 3 1024
891Figure F2626 illustrates the time evolution of the particle sepa-
892ration distance, as well as the acceleration time scale derived
893above. Figure F2727 summarizes the corresponding relative veloc-
894ity scaled with the reference velocity, that is, a typical speed
895of the adhering liquid when flowing into the bridge. We can
896observe from Figure 26 (dashed and continuous bold line) that
897the time until contact is larger than t1acc for the glycerine
Figure 25. t1cross for water and pure glycerine in typical
fluidized bed operations.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Table 2. Summary of Parameters Relevant for Liquid Transfer in Typical Fluidized Beds (for t1cross Refer to Figure 25)
Glycerine/water R [m] qp [kgm23] h10 tref [s] t1acc Oh
Water 5e-6 1000 0.01 6.86e-8 363.5 0.052
Glycerine/water-60/40% 5e-6 1000 0.01 8.54e-7 2.54 0.58
Glycerine/water-79/21% 5e-6 1000 0.01 3.86e-6 0.13 2.53
Glycerine/water-90/10% 5e-6 1000 0.01 1.74e-5 6.55e-3 11.1
Pure glycerine 5e-6 1000 0.01 8.87e-5 2.52e-4 56.13
Water 5e-6 1000 0.1 6.86e-8 363.5 0.052
Glycerine/water-60/40% 5e-6 1000 0.1 8.54e-7 2.54 0.58
Glycerine/water-79/21% 5e-6 1000 0.1 3.86e-6 0.13 2.53
Glycerine/water-90/10% 5e-6 1000 0.1 1.74e-5 6.55e-3 11.1
Pure glycerine 5e-6 1000 0.1 8.87e-5 2.52e-4 56.13
Water 5e-3 1000 0.1 6.86e-5 3.64e5 1.66e-3
Glycerine/water-60/40% 5e-3 1000 0.1 8.54e-4 2.54e3 1.85e-2
Glycerine/water-79/21% 5e-3 1000 0.1 3.86e-3 130 0.08
Glycerine/water-90/10% 5e-3 1000 0.1 1.74e-2 6.55 0.35
Pure glycerine 5e-3 1000 1e-4 8.87e-2 0.25 1.77
Water 5e-6 5000 0.1 6.86e-8 1717 0.052
Glycerine/water-60/40% 5e-6 5000 0.1 8.54e-7 12.7 0.58
Glycerine/water-79/21% 5e-6 5000 0.1 3.86e-6 0.65 2.53
Glycerine/water-90/10% 5e-6 5000 0.1 1.74e-5 0.033 11.1
Pure glycerine 5e-6 5000 0.1 8.87e-5 1.25e-3 56.13
Table 3. Effect of Selected Particle Parameters on
Dimensionless Bridge Filling Parameters for Glycerine/
Water-60/40% Mixtures
Cases R [m] qp [kgm23] h10 tref [s] t1acc t1cross Oh
1 5e-6 1500 1e-2 8.54e-7 3.82 14.2 0.58
2 5e-6 1500 0.2 8.54e-7 3.82 284 0.58
3 1e-5 1500 0.1 1.71e-6 7.63 35.5 0.41
4 1e-5 2000 0.1 1.71e-6 10.18 26.6 0.41
5 1e-5 5000 0.1 1.71e-6 25.44 10.6 0.41
Table 4. Properties of Different Water-Glycerine Mixtures
(Adapted from Eddi et al.49)
Mixture l [Pas] q [kgm23] r [N/m]
Water 1 3 1023 1000 0.073
Glycerine/water-60/40% 0.0115 1153 0.0673
Glycerine/water-79/21% 0.05 1204 0.0647
Glycerine/water-90/10% 0.22 1238 0.0634
Pure glycerine 1.12 1262 0.0631
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898 system. Thus, the particles accelerate, but only for the situa-
899 tion where viscous forces are neglected the particle accelerate
900 beyond uref (see Figure 27). In contrast, in the system involv-
901 ing water the particles’ relative speed never excees uref, and
902 the impact speed is in the order of 0.01 uref (see thin dashed
903 and continuous line in Figures 26 and 27). As expected, lubri-
904 cation forces resist the particle’s relative motion and delay the
905 time until contact (see continuous lines in Figures 26 and 27).
906 This effect is more pronounced for the viscous systems, while
907 the effect in the system involving water is rather small.
908 Clearly, in case one does not take into account the viscous
909 term (see Eq. 26) for the glycerine system, the particles accel-
910 erate to an unphysically large relative velocity. In case we
911 account for viscous forces, however, we expect typical particle
912 relative speeds smaller than 0.1 uref, even for highly viscous
913 systems (see Figure 27). These particle velocities are below
914 the typical liquid speed for early times (i.e., t15 1, see Figure
915 2). For longer times both the liquid and particle speed
916 decreases rapidly, the particles’ surfaces touch (at t1 between
917 5 and 50 depending on the viscosity of the liquid, see
918Figure 27). Hence, bridge filling is also unaffected by particle
919motion for longer times, simply because the particles are
920already in contact. Based on the above consideration of par-
921ticles accelerating from zero velocity, it appears that our
922assumption of a quasi-static liquid bridge formation is valid
923for a wide range of wet particulate systems.
924Typical impact speeds in sedimenting suspensions
925The typical relative particle velocity at impact is important
926for our analysis, since it affects the scale for film crossing. We
927have therefore performed simulations of a typical application
928we are interested in (i.e., wet granulation in a fluidized bed).
929Specifically, we considered a freely sedimenting suspension,
930and have recorded the speed and orientation of particle–parti-
931cle collisions. The simulations followed the approach used by
932Radl and Sundaresan50, with identical fluid and particle
Figure 26. Time evolution of the half separation dis-
tance S1 during the acceleration phase of
two approaching particles (qp5 2000 [lm],
dp5 10 [lm], V
1
b 50.1).
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 27. Time evolution of the relative particle veloc-
ity during the acceleration phase of two
approaching particles (parameters are the
same as in Figure 26).
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 28. Distribution of particle collision velocities in the normal and tangential direction (left panel), as well as
illustration of the vertical particle velocity distribution (right panel, dp5 150 [lm], qp5 1500 [kg/m
3],
/p5 0.10, particles sediment in air at ambient conditions).
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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933 properties. Our results are summarized in FigureF28 28, highlight-
934 ing that collisions in typical applications we are interested in
935 (i.e., fluidized beds) are mostly gentle: the typical impact
936 speed is in the order of 10% of the particles’ terminal settling
937 velocity. Also, we observe from Figure 28 that particle colli-
938 sions are primarily oblique, that is, the particles’ relative speed
939 in the tangential direction (at the contact point) is smaller than
940 that in the normal direction. In Appendix C we summarize
941 more data for sedimenting suspensions, which show a similar
942 qualitative behavior and a moderate increase of the impact
943 speed when decreasing the particle concentration. Clearly, our
944 data supports our assumption of quasi-static bridge filling for a
945 wide range of wet particulate systems with rather thick liquid
946 films and a rather low liquid viscosity.
947 Of course, the relative speed of particles in a wet collision
948 event is set by the process, and we have only considered a wet
949 fluidized bed here. Clearly, it is necessary to check the appro-
950 priateness of our model for a specific application via a prior
951 analysis of typical particle relative velocities.
952 Conclusions
953 A new model to predict dynamic liquid bridge formation
954 between two wet particles has been presented in this article.
955 This model is based on DNS data, which were obtained by
956 extracting the interface position from VoF-based simulations
957 of the bridge filling process. The liquid bridge volume was
958 defined based on a characteristic neck position, and a DIM
959 was employed to calculate the liquid bridge volume. This
960 allowed us building a dynamic model for predicting the bridge
961 volume, and the liquid remaining on the particle surfaces.
962 Such a model might help to refine our picture of wet particle
963 collisions that previously focused exclusively on predictions
964 of the coefficient of restitution (Donahue et al.24, Sutkar
965 et al.28).
966 Our model differentiates between (1) a fast initial bridge
967 formation stage where the dimensionless time is less than a
968 reference time for capillary-driven viscous flow, and (2) a sub-
969 sequent slower viscous filling stage where viscous effects are
970 dominant. The initial stage model is based on a geometrical
971 reference volume, and has been calibrated with DNS data at a
972 dimensionless time of t1 5 1. Our initial stage model can be
973 used as a first estimate for the liquid bridge volume in short
974 particle collisions, and is an extension of the model prosed by
975 Shi and McCarthy46. The postulated model for the viscous fill-
976 ing stage model relies on a universal parameter ai (i.e., a char-
977 acteristic dimensionless filling time), as well as dimensionless
978 liquid mobility parameters /m1 and /m2 of the contacting par-
979 ticles. A model equation for these mobility parameters has
980 been proposed. Specifically, we consider that the mobilities
981 are functions of the film height and the separation distance. In
982 summary, our model is valid for liquid bridge formation
983 between two identical particles coated with thin continuous
984 films (i.e., an initial relative film height of less than 10% of the
985 particle radius).
986 We observed that our results obtained from the DNS are
987 independent of the Reynolds number, as well as the density
988 ratio between the liquid coating the particles and the ambient
989 gas. This suggests that our model is applicable to a wide range
990 of gas-particle systems involving wet particulate systems.
991 However, our simulation study indicates that grid refine-
992 ment plays an important role in the final stages of film flow
993 where the film ruptures. To get a precise model for the filling
994 process at long times, as well as to correctly predict film rup-
995ture, it is essential to use a fine enough computational mesh in
996the simulations (i.e., the dimensionless grid resolution Dh
997should be 0.12 or smaller). This clearly limited the current
998study to axisymmetric configurations. Hence, our study is only
999a step forward to better understand the equilibration of liquid
1000on particles and in liquid bridged in a particle bed. Still work
1001needs to be done in the future, specifically, it would be inter-
1002esting to
1003 experimentally support the observed film rupturing event
1004for long times,
1005 investigate the wetting of initially completely dry particle,
1006and particles that have a complex morphology,
1007 quantify the effect of particle relative motion on the liquid
1008bridge formation process.
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1017Notation
1018Latin symbols
1020ai 1= 2dimensionless filling rate parameter, –
1023Ca 4= 5capillary number, –
1026dp 7= 8particle diameter, m
1029~Fvis 30= 1viscous force acting on the particle, kg  m/s2
1032~Fcap 3= 4capillary force acting on the particle, kg  m/s2
1035g 6= 7gravity, m/s2
1038h0 9= 40average initial film height of the particle pair, m
1041hi 2= 3initial film height of particle i, m
1044hcyl,i 5= 6the height of the red shade cylinder on particle i, m
1047Lp,0 8= 9reference volume of liquid on the particle, m
3
1050Lp,i 1= 2volume of liquid present on the particle i, m
3
1053m 4= 5mass of the particle, kg
1056nij 7= 8unit normal vector, –
1059Oh 60= 1Ohnesorge number, –
1062P 3= 4pressure, Pa
1065Pref 6= 7reference pressure, Pa
1068ps 9= 70pressure at the particle surfaces, Pa
1071pVb 2= 3pressure at the liquid bridge, Pa
1074R 5= 6particle radius, m
1077Rcyl 8= 9radius of the initial cylinder region, m
1080Rcurve 1= 2radius of curvature of the liquid bridge surface, m
1083Re 4= 5reynolds number, –
1086S 7= 8half separation distance between particles, m
1089t 90= 1time, s
1092tacc 3= 4acceleration time scale, s
1095tcross 6= 7film crossing time scale, s
1098trelax 9= 100particle relation time, s
1101tref 2= 3reference time scale, s
1104uref 5= 6reference fluid velocity, m  s
1107urel 8= 9relative particle-particle velocity, m/s
1110U 1= 2fluid velocity, m/s
1113Vb 4= 5liquid bridge volume, m
3
1116Vb,0 7= 8initial bridge volume, m
3
1119Vb,g,I 20= 1geometry bridge volume: type I, m
3
1122Vb,g,II 3= 4geometry bridge volume: type II, m
3
1125Vb,i,I 6= 7integration volume of the red framed region in Figure 4b, m
3
1128Vcap,i 9= 30the cavity volume of particle, m
3
1131VoverLap 2= 3the displaced volume of liquid of the overlap region, m
3
1134DIM 5= 6direct integration method
1137DNS 8= 9direct numerical simulation
1140MFB 1= 2micro force balance
1143YLE 4= 5Young-Laplace equation
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1146 Greek symbols
1148 a9 =50 phase fraction indicator, –
1151 bcyl;i2 =3 initial filling angle on particle i that cause by geometry bride,
1154 rad
1155 Dt6 =7 time step, s
1158 Dx9 =60 grid spacing, m
1161 Dh2 =3 dimensionless grid spacing by initial film height, –
1164 /p5 =6 particle volume fraction, –
1167 /mi8 =9 fraction of liquid on particle i that is mobile to flow into the
1170 bridge, –
1171 ll2 =3 dynamic viscosity of liquid, kg m
21 s21
1174 lg5 =6 dynamic viscosity of ambient gas, kg m
21 s21
1177 ql8 =9 density of the liquid, kg m
23
1180 qg1 =2 density of the ambient gas, kg m
23
1183 qp4 =5 density of the particles, kg m
23
1186 r7 =8 surface tension, kg s22
1189 Superscripts
1191 12 =3 dimensionless quantity
1194 i5 =6 particle index
1197 norm8 =9 normal direction
1200 tang1 =2 tangential direction
1203 t4 =5 terminal
1206 w7 =8 water
1209 gly10 =1 glycerine
1212 P3 =4 particle
1215 ref6 =7 reference quantity
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1371 Appendix A: Analytical Solution for a Two-Particle
1372 System
13734 The mass balance equations detailed in the manuscript can be
1375 normalized and written for the simplest case of a two-particle
1376 collision:
dL1p1
dt1
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1377 The initial conditions are:
V1b jt505V1b;0; L1p1jt505L1p1;0; L1p2jt505L1p2;0 (A4)
1378 Exploiting the total mass balance, that is, Eq. A3, assuming
1379 that ai is a constant for the pair of particles, and taking the time
1380 derivatives of the above equations, we arrive at:
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1381 where L1p1
05
dL1p1
dt1 , L
1
p2
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dL1p2
dt1 . By rearranging Eq. A5, we now
1382 obtain an expression of L1p2
0in terms of L1p1
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1383We then substitute Eq. A7 into Eq. A6, to arrive at the fol-
1384lowing second-order constant coefficient homogeneous linear
1385differential equation in for L1p1
0,
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1386Using the Ansatz
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1387We obtain the characteristic equation
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1388which has the real-numbered roots:
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1389Hence, the general solution for Eq. A8 is given by
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1390and
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1391Using the initial conditions, that is, V1b jt505V1b;0,
1392L1p1jt505L1p1;0, and L1p2jt505L1p2;0, and after rearrangement we
1393arrive at:
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1395 by integration of Eq. A15, as well as using the initial condi-
1396 tion for the bridge volume, we obtain
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(A18)
1397 Similarly, we obtain the following equations for the dimen-
1398 sionless liquid content on particle 1 and particle 2:
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1399 Appendix B: Details on the Geometrical Bridge
1400 Volume Type II
14012 The key to calculate the volume of liquid bridges of type II is
1403 the calculation of the radius Rcyl of the compensation cylinder
1404 region. The known parameters, as shown in Figure 1 (panel a),
1405 are the particle radius R, the initial film heights h1 and h2, and
1406 the half separation between particles S. Once two particles have
1407 been fixed in space, the liquid in the overlap regions of the liq-
1408 uid films (i.e., the red and green shaded regions in Figure 1,
1409 panel b) is displaced and flows into a ring-shaped region (i.e.,
1410 red solid area in Figure 1, panel b). One can compute the vol-
1411 ume of the ring-shaped region as follows:
1412 First, the overlap liquid volume that is contributed by particle 1
1413 (i.e., the green shaded area in Figure 1, panel b) and particle 2 (i.e.,
1414 the red shaded area in Figure 1, panel b) can be computed from:
VoverLap5
1
24
1
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ðpð12h21R2224h21S214Rh31116h31S23h41248R2h1S
248Rh1S2196R2S21128RS3132S4112R2h22224h
2
2S
214Rh32
116h32S23h
4
2248R
2h2S248Rh2S2ÞÞ
(B1)
1415 Second, the intersection radius Ri can be calculated using Eq.
1416 B2 as illustrated in Figure B1B1.
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q
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R1h2ð Þ22R2i
q
52 R1Sð Þ (B2)
1417Third, the ring-shaped region is divided into two sub-regions,
1418which have the heights hcyl,1 and hcyl,2 as sketched in Figure B1.
1419The ring-shaped sub-region 1 has the volume Vcyl,1 5 Vabcd 2
1420Vaecd, where Vaecd 5 Vdcf 2 Vcap,aef. The cap height is
1421haf5R1h12
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R1h1ð Þ22R2i
q
, and thus the cap volume is
1422Vcap;aef5
phaf
6
3R2i1h
2
af
 
. The liquid volume in sub-region 2, that
1423is, Vcyl,2 can be computed in the same fashion.
1424Finally, we sum up the two sub-regions, and use the known
1425volume of the displaced liquid, that is, VoverLap, to arrive at the
1426following expression involving the unknowns Rcyl, h1, h2, S,
1427and R:
VoverLap5Vcyl5Vcyl;11Vcyl;25f Rcyl; h1; h2; S;R
 
(B3)
1428This expression cannot be solve directly to obtain Rcyl, how-
1429ever, one can solve it numerically using, for example, a Newton
1430algorithm. Once Rcyl, is known, we can calculate the geometrical
1431bridge volume based on the contribution from each particle i
1432and as illustrated in shown in Figure 4 (panel b):
bcyl;i5arcsin
Rcyl
R1hi
 
(B4)
Figure C1. Distribution of the relative particle velocity
at impact in a dilute (bottom panel;
/p50.05) and dense (top panel; /p5 0.30)
cloud of freely sedimenting particles (the
inserts illustrate individual-particle veloc-
ities in the vertical direction).
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure B1. Sketch illustrating the unknown variables in
the calculation of the geometrical bridge
volume type II.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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hcyl;i5 R1Sð Þ2 R1hið Þcosbcyl;i (B5)
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1433 Appendix C: Relative Particle Velocity at Impact
1434 in a Sedimenting Suspension
14356 We summarize statistics of the relative particle speed at
1437 impact in a fully periodic domain using soft-sphere Euler-
1438Lagrange simulations using the code CFDEM
VR
(Kloss et al.51).
1439Particles were allow to sediment under the action of gravity,
1440while their weight (and that of the surrounding gas) was bal-
1441anced by a pressure gradient, similar to our previous work (see,
1442Radl and Sundaresan50). Also numerical parameters and drag
1443models were identical to this previous work (a dimensionless
1444grid resolution of Dx/(2R)5 3, as a domain size of 53 3 53 3
1445213 dp was used). The statistics reported below were collected
1446by sampling impact velocities over a sufficiently long time, that
1447is, 40 times the particle relaxation time trelax5 ut
2/g. Note that
1448the particles were initialized homogeneously distributed in the
1449computational domain, and that a statistical steady state was
1450reached after ca. 5trelax.
1451
1452Manuscript received June 12, 2015, and revision received Jan. 22, 2016.
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